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Flowserve is pleased to announce an interim release of Performance! the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features, enhancements done and bugs resolved in this 
release. 
 
New Products/Features/Enhancements 
 
DiamondBack Technology 

Introducing 

 DiamondBack Technology 

Sizing now available in Performance! 

 

Where other severe service trims fail DiamondBack technology succeeds!  Providing 
high flow capacities and able to pass large solids DiamondBack technology handles 
pressure drops in excess of 5,000 psi completely eliminating cavitation.  DiamondBack 
technology removes energy so efficiently there is no pressure recovery on the last 
stage.  Pressure drops right down to the fluid vapor pressure can be accomplished with 
unequaled quietness.   Able to be manufactured out of some of the hardest materials 
available, the DiamondBack technology can go where others dare not tread. 
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DiamondBack is a premier cavitation elimination technology that fits into all Mark series 
valve bodies.  Comprising a stack of disks with 3 to 10 stages the DiamondBack can 
use the same seat, plug and bonnet as the ChannelStream resulting in complete 
retainer interchangeability.  The added benefits of higher flow capacity and the ability to 
handle solids expands the range of applications for which this technology is a 
solution.  Using a bolted stack makes trims using the DiamondBack technology easy to 
maintain and clean.  Elegant manufacturing results in shorter lead times for 
DiamondBack technology trims. 

Standard sizing and materials for CL 150 to CL 600 Mark One globe and angle bodies 
ranging from 1.5” to 16” are priced and ready for quoting. 

 
Issues Fixed 
 
Issue # 0014859, 0015054, 0015053, 0014577, 0014911, 0014894, 0014475, 0014891 
 
The summary report of issues is given below: 
 
0014859 - Pricing, SNC: A user reported that the parts specified with SNC (Sell with 
NO Commission) option were included in the commission amount. This issue is 
resolved and now these parts are excluded from the commission. 
 
0014577 - Enable Kammer products to Deerpark site: A request to migrate all 
Kammer products from Pittsburgh to Deerpark site along with few other sites was 
raised. The migration of products to Deer Park is completed.  
 
0014894 - Import, Project Location: A user reported that while importing a DB file into 
a project, the project location switched automatically to another project. As a result, the 
user was not sure if the import is done correctly. This issue is fixed and now the 
intended project stays intact while importing the DB files.  
 
0014911 - Serial Number, Multiple Quantities: A user reported that after updating the 
serial numbers for multiple quantity valves, the updated serial numbers were reflected in 
the printed spec sheet but not in the Quantity dialog. This issue is resolved and the 
serial numbers are now updated in Quantity dialog also. 
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0014475 - Multi-Z, Plug design: An issue was raised stating that it was not possible to 
select the plug design for Multi-Z valve from the Valve/Trim Override dialog. This dialog 
is used to specify the valve size other than the predefined sizes. As a result, the user 
could not select and save the plug design. This issue is resolved and now user can 
select the plug design.  
 
0015053 - Partslist, Format Change: An issue was raised stating that format of the 
accessories description in the printed parts list was not correct. The second line of 
accessory description was displayed exactly below the first line without any indent. This 
issue is resolved and now the second line is displayed with some indent. 
 
0015054 - Fluids Dialog, 2 Phase: A user reported about the incorrect retrieving of 
certain fluid properties that were saved earlier. The user had saved the fluid properties 
such as critical pressure, critical temperature, molecular weight and specific heat for the 
two-phase fluid. After invoking the dialog again, the above mentioned properties of the 
two-phase fluid were found to be mismatching. This issue has been resolved now.   
 

 

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 


